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Abstract

This article argues that legal education is currently grappling with three narratives of technology’s role in either augmenting, disrupting or ending the current legal services environment. It identifies each of these narratives within features of curriculum design that respond to legal professional archetypes of how lawyers react to lawtech. In tracing how these influential narratives and associated archetypes feature in the law curriculum, the article maps the evolving intersection of lawtech, the legal profession and legal services delivery in legal education. It concludes by proffering the additional narrative of ‘adaptive professionalism’, which emphasises the complex and contextual nature of the legal profession, and therefore provides a more coherent direction for adaptation of the law curriculum. Through this more nuanced and grounded approach, it is suggested that law schools might equip law graduates to embrace technological developments while holding on to essential notions of ethical conduct, access to justice and the rule of law.
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Introduction

As the legal profession seeks to adapt to a changing legal services environment, including the introduction of digital technologies into legal practice (‘lawtech’), the legal education curriculum and its function have again come under the spotlight. Review of the accredited curriculum is part of a broader and ongoing re-examination of the purpose of legal education.
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(training with and for the profession, training with the profession or a broader liberal legal education)\textsuperscript{4} including consideration of the nature of the curriculum as to core knowledges and professional capacities (i.e., professional ‘soft’ skills).\textsuperscript{5} Within this conversation around the content of a standard qualifying law degree, lawtech has recently surfaced as a point of discussion: Should lawtech have a central role within the curriculum? Should coding be taught? Do law students instead need to be digitally literate;\textsuperscript{6} or (moving beyond the technology-as-toolkit model) would it be better to focus on developing students’ conceptual understanding of the larger law–technology relationship?\textsuperscript{7}

While legal education is known to have a role beyond educating lawyers, it continues to be regulated by, and seeks to serve, the legal profession.\textsuperscript{8} The ‘core’ law curriculum in common-law jurisdictions generally, and in Australia in particular, thus remains closely tied to areas of knowledge prescribed by long-established conceptions of preparation for practice. Further entrenching the relationship between legal education and the needs of the profession, universities court relationships with employers to ensure graduate employment and, for law schools, this involves connections with law firms and large corporates as primary employers.\textsuperscript{9}

As part of their employability agenda, in recent years, law schools have sought to respond to a future of work driven by emergent technologies\textsuperscript{10} by enhancing graduates’ digital capabilities.\textsuperscript{11} Despite this work at the broadest level in universities, the profession itself has not clearly articulated its expectations of legal education to equip lawyers for a technology-enhanced practice.\textsuperscript{12} A number of reports by professional bodies around the (common-law) world share a fairly vague vision of the future (or present reality) of legal practice that give a nod to the need for an enhanced law curriculum\textsuperscript{13} but offer little specific direction for the academy in terms of meeting perceived needs. Similarly, despite hinting at the need to future-proof the regulatory requirements for an accredited degree, the current review of the mandated law curriculum in Australia fails to engage directly with lawtech.\textsuperscript{14} Consequently, the academy is confronted by a double void. The regulatory framework prioritises discipline content and is silent on technological literacies in legal education, and there is no clear articulation by the profession about the role and structure of legal education necessary or desirable to support the contemporary and future workforce in terms of lawtech. Law schools have thus been left to their own devices to interpret the needs of the profession and to develop the law curriculum accordingly—albeit within the long-accepted assumption in many jurisdictions that law schools are or should be the only suppliers of law education and practitioners.

Against this background, this article considers how legal education is responding to the needs of contemporary legal practice, notably in terms of equipping graduates to engage with lawtech. It builds on our earlier analysis of the predominance of a number of law and technology narratives within the discourse of the legal profession.\textsuperscript{15} In our earlier article, we identified three dominant narratives about the effect of technology on legal practice, each of which is represented by a professional archetype of the lawyer in a tech-driven world. Thus the ‘True Legal Professional’ represents a narrative of status professionalism, the ‘Technological Disruptor’ is derived from Christensen’s innovators,\textsuperscript{16} and ‘Death’ embodies Susskind’s vision of radical decomposition of the traditional professional.\textsuperscript{17} While not assuming that the current monopoly idea of professionalism as the sole supplier of future ‘legal industry workers’ is the only pathway to a desirable integration of legal professional skills and technologies, we focus here on the contemporary Australian law curriculum as delivered by law schools. We analyse this curriculum with reference to the core regulated subjects and case studies of curriculum innovation in lawtech to illustrate how legal education can be interpreted as a response to these three archetypes. However, echoing our earlier article, we find these accounts wanting in their ability to provide a coherent framing of the law curriculum sufficient to embrace the more complex
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and nuanced needs of the profession in the face of technology. Therefore, in the final part of this article, we make a case for adaptive professionalism as a more comprehensive conception of the legal professional and therefore of the purpose of a law curriculum that has evolved in terms of lawtech.

**Background: The Law Curriculum**

Curriculum remains a surprisingly fugitive concept. It is generally considered to be the subjects comprising a course of study. More generously, it may sometimes be deemed to include broader elements like the role of the learner, pedagogy and learning support systems, but the critical point remains that the higher education curriculum lacks the disciplinary foundation and coherence found in school education ‘curriculum studies’, and is left to develop in often highly localised and tacit ways. Barnett and Coate, for example, point out that in the UK context there is very little discussion around curriculum. Hicks, too, has identified a ‘dearth of writing on the subject’ of curriculum in Australia. Of note, Hicks found only one university that adopted a clearly stated definition. His observation is that curriculum is ‘something partial, used atomistically, in a limited and assumed way, usually attached to some other issue.’

This tendency can be observed in contemporary policy imperatives in higher education, framed around constructs like ‘learning and teaching’, the ‘student experience’, ‘employability’, ‘graduate attributes’ and ‘student learning.’ While each of these terms might imply attention to curriculum, none of them engages explicitly with the idea. They require, for example, attention to principles of constructive alignment and to graduate employability as the core goal of undertaking a higher degree. Barnett and Coate maintain that the discourse thus generally fails to embrace the fullest potential of a course of study: that of humanistic engagement between people.

Academic discussion about the law curriculum in Australia, however, has been more wide-ranging than the work of Barnett and Coate and Hicks might suggest. In policy and regulatory terms, curricular debate in legal education has tended, historically, to have been dominated by profession- or state-led interventions focused on subject prescription and doctrinal content. This has given the ‘core’ of common-law legal education internationally a relatively homogeneous form, reflecting often questionable assumptions about the necessary building blocks of the curriculum that may owe more to the weight of history and attitudes of (conservative) incrementalism than to any epistemological necessity.

In Australia, this can be observed in the continuing dominance in regulatory debate of the core doctrinal content of the so-called Priestley 11 subjects (or ‘Priestleys’); the 11 doctrinal subjects that must be successfully completed for a law graduate to prepare for practice. The Priestleys currently comprise specified subject areas and a list of topics within each subject, although each subject contains an alternative catch-all provision. However, accrediting bodies in each state interpret the requirements differently. Consequently, some accrediting bodies prefer the prescriptive list, and they may require evidence of how these topics are taught or the cases used to explain particular points of doctrine. This affords a potentially restrictive remit to law schools in framing their curriculum depending on the approach adopted in their jurisdiction.

In addition to the ongoing discussion concerning the role of doctrine in curriculum, there is extensive literature about diverse aspects of the law curriculum that seek to reposition the study of law beyond doctrine. In recent decades, the legal academy has grappled with how to develop law curriculum in terms of Indigenous perspectives, the first-year experience, internationalisation, ethics and professionalism, sustainability education, critical thinking and the broader contexts of law, as
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well as skills education and work-integrated learning. Thus, the concept of curriculum reflected in the Priestleys—one focused on doctrinal content—is much narrower than that comprehended by the academy.

Regardless of how liberally the Priestleys are interpreted, the constraints on the law curriculum imposed by regulation remain a challenge both for the academy and the profession. As the literature demonstrates, it is entirely possible to orient the curriculum in several directions using the core as a doctrinal starting point. However, these innovations have occurred despite regulation, not because of it, and they are bounded by doctrinal imperatives. Further, developments in lawtech that are affecting or will affect legal practice represent a huge scope for curriculum development that is not currently contemplated within the regulated framework but must be added to the current mix. While law schools interpret the lawtech learning outcomes in their own ways, there is little guidance either from the accrediting bodies or the profession as to what needs to be learned and why.

The New South Wales Law Society’s ‘Future of Law and Innovation in the Profession’ (FLIP) report, for example, provides a long list of essential skills for the graduate lawyer including technology, practice, business, project management, international and cross-border skills; interdisciplinary experience; and resilience and flexibility. The report recommended adding these skills to the curriculum, and also advocated retaining the ‘black letter law areas of knowledge and lawyer skill sets.’ It acknowledged that the challenge was to incorporate all of these skills in a ‘crowded curriculum’, without providing an answer as to how this could be done.

The FLIP report encapsulates the challenge for legal education, as do similar reports from other jurisdictions. It lacks a singular narrative about the direction of the profession in the face of lawtech, representing instead a convergence of diverse narratives. Compounding the convergence, broad sets of skills are superimposed upon the existing doctrinal structure. Consequently, the ‘essential skills’ listed are so underdetermined as to lack both substance and coherence in terms of framing a curriculum. The recommendations lack clarity in terms of the purpose of the curriculum save for a very diffuse notion of the future of law. A similar lack of clarity can be observed in the legal education sector. As revealed by a 2017 desktop survey of Australian law schools’ websites, there has been a patchwork of curricular responses to lawtech thus far.

One might well ask why this is a problem. While the philosophy of allowing ‘a thousand flowers to bloom’ has merits, certainly over narrow and unduly functionalist alternatives, it points to an apparent and continuing absence of proper debate about the place and purpose (other than the diffuse ‘to equip law graduates for practice’) of lawtech in the curriculum. This means that it is likely that the academy’s understanding of how and why to engage with technology in curriculum will be mediated, at best, through existing legal technology narratives. In the following sections, we analyse the law curriculum in terms of these narratives and the lawyer archetypes derived from them. Aligned with our earlier paper, we use these narratives to assess the capacity of contemporary curriculum innovation to address the impact of lawtech in diverse legal sectors, while continuing to address the myriad imperatives of legal education.

Status Professionalism—True Legal Professionals

Despite claims by some that the Priestleys are simply a guide, or as former law dean Gillian Triggs has said, a ‘surprisingly light hand’, the rules can be interpreted—by accrediting bodies, by those overseeing their law school’s curriculum or by individual teachers—as a checklist of content that must be delivered, and a mechanism for assuring the relative consistency of
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curricula across time and place. Consistency itself matters within a professional discourse that sees maintaining a broadly one-size-fits-all model of professional formation as a function of professional regulation even, or especially, in a market context shaped increasingly by professional segmentation and (sub)market differentiation. A survey of property law teaching across Australia, for example, revealed a generally consistent approach to the content and assessment. Consistency of approach to doctrine is also evidenced by almost any Australian law text’s coverage of a core substantive law subject (and most introductory texts), which tends to be relatively predictable.

We suggest that this apparently widely understood conception of the contemporary curriculum reflects the status professionalism narrative of the law, whereby the profession ‘occupie[s] a niche high in the system of social stratification. Thus, notwithstanding diversity in teaching method or approach, we suggest that the law curriculum is emblematic of status professionalism in three ways. The curriculum reproduces the norms adhered to and experiences of those who promote it, its content is oriented to reflect the priorities of status professionalism and it reinforces the status norms expected by the students who seek to qualify as lawyers through learning the curriculum.

First, the very fact of the Priestleys as the definitive list of highly specialised professional knowledge represents the influence of the judiciary and senior levels of the profession who originally mandated, and continue to mandate, the content. The courts retain authority over admission to practice and thus the standards for accreditation of law schools. Unlike other professions with threshold admission qualifications, the law holds constitutional power as the third arm of government, affording a unique means of commanding the reproduction of professional norms and upholding its own status.

The Priestleys are applied around the country by state-based regulators who themselves are educated in the system they enforce. They themselves are taught by academics who also come from the system and whose identity is intertwined with the doctrine they profess. Insofar as the rules—doctrinal curriculum content—continue to reflect traditional norms of the ‘compleat lawyer’, they are implicated in the wider discourse of status professionalism indicative of the profession more broadly. In particular, they support the traditional structures of the profession enjoyed by those in the senior ranks who themselves make the rules. Thus, through these scaffolded controls, the profession reproduces status professionalism through (largely) creating graduates who reflect their own understanding of what it is to be a lawyer, grounded in the same traditions and education.

Second, the content of the core curriculum is not merely doctrinal—it is commercially oriented. Evidencing the embrace of commercial success by status professionalism, the focus of the law curriculum’s core content is framed clearly to fit mainstream practice with an emphasis on law reflecting private and corporate interests, and the processes of litigation. Consequently, some have observed how legal education has increasingly prioritised the market at the expense of a student focus on public interest or social justice.

Although law schools are now introducing diverse approaches to teaching law including clinical legal education and law and technology subjects, there is little evidence that the core doctrine will willingly cede room for a reorientation of legal education to meet diverse needs beyond reproducing what has gone before. Thus, the FLIP report concluded that the core curriculum remains essential, but that law graduates simply need to know and be able to do more. We have previously described status professionalism as ‘Janus-faced’, whereby new technology can be classed as either reinforcing the status quo or an interloper that may disrupt the status quo. The curriculum also evidences this duality—upholding the core while promoting a raft of ‘bolt-on’ extras or warning about the dangers of rethinking traditional legal skills and knowledge. So long as lawtech remains an
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afterthought in a predominantly content-driven doctrinal curriculum, the cost of status professionalism as a curriculum driver is likely to be a lack of coherence in graduate outcomes and an unwillingness to reform.

Finally, the target of legal education’s reproduction of status professionalism is the law student. Inevitably, law students are informed about the study of law through representations in popular culture and through the prestige of law in society. These models are predicated upon the very privileges and rewards that are implicit within the discourse of status professionalism, which is itself replicated in both the formal and informal law curriculum. For a law student seeking to enter this realm, a degree program at odds with the traditional conception of the ‘complete lawyer’ is not a law degree at all. To this extent, law schools face the dilemma in designing their curricula, of exactly what it is they are providing: education and training to be what the profession understands a lawyer to be? Or a more diverse model of legal services provider whose skill set is not so narrowly defined by ascribed status?

This brings us to the two other competing narratives that colour contemporary discourses around the law curriculum and the advances in curriculum offerings developed by law schools. We turn first to examine the narrative of the technological disruptor.

Christensen: Technological Disruptor

As we identified in our earlier article, Christensen’s conceptualisation of business models as either sustaining or disruptive is as applicable to the legal profession as it is to any other industry. Although Christensen’s analysis has been the subject of debate, it provides a useful framework, particularly as the term has had widespread uptake in discussions around lawtech and the legal profession. The business orientation of disruption that has been widely adopted in discussions about the future of legal practice encompasses a technology-mediated approach to legal services, where technology is ‘the tool used to disrupt rather than the root [cause] of the disruption.’ However, this presupposes the capacity of the existing profession to adapt to new market models as a means of protecting its market share as it faces new and divergent competition—for example, through technology companies such as LegalZoom, and a variety of ‘NewLaw’ practice models that use process automation to re-engineer service delivery and pricing.

In legal education, the disruptive innovation narrative does not seek to overthrow everything about a traditional legal education. There is a call on law schools to change structurally, notably in the way that they deliver education. The nostrums of disruptive innovation in legal education thus include calls for moving much more teaching online, and to using modern learning technologies such as modularisation, competences and learning outcomes more effectively or creatively to increase the flexibility, diversity and continuity of legal education offerings. Despite reorganisation, these proposals maintain some degree of standardisation. Online and modular instruction facilitates the other component of ‘innovation’ in legal education: developing a particular mindset. Central to this endeavour is the goal of reconstructing law graduates as ‘poly-technical’ legal entrepreneurs rather than complete lawyers. To some extent, this builds on status professionalism’s growing concern of maintaining its relevance by emphasising lawyers’ ‘commercial awareness’, financial literacy and the ability to use data in the interests (especially) of business clients—but disruptive innovation demands more. A core function of legal education thus becomes exposing students to the realities of the legal industry and equipping them with the skills to participate in different organisational structures, providing new products or ways of doing things for their clients.
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The archetype of the law student as (disruptive) entrepreneur has been characterised by Katz as requiring law schools to embrace a ‘configuration’ of ‘Law+Tech+Design+Delivery.’ We focus on three examples of curriculum innovation that appear to fit the trope of Technological Disruptor: design thinking, Law Without Walls and app (computer application) design.

**Design Thinking**

Implicit in the doctrinal focus of the traditional law degree is an emphasis on developing the skill of ‘thinking like a lawyer.’ In an increasingly competitive market for legal services, however, the professional literature has embraced additional thinking skills, including design thinking, as part of the lawyer’s toolkit.

Design thinking is a process by which a product or service is developed with a focus on the needs of the user (client). The process, popularised by Tim Brown’s best-selling book *Change by Design* is heavily practice-focused, involving hands-on stages of collaboration, ideation, testing and refinement. Brown describes design thinking as a means of embracing imagination, risk-taking, failure and cross-disciplinary involvement. These features ostensibly put it at odds with much of traditional legal method and even conventional thinking about regulatory and dispute system design. Here, there is a focus on the client, rather than the profession (as in status professionalism), as the standards setter.

Within the framing of a disrupted legal services industry, design thinking offers far more than the ability to answer a legal question. Instead, it is touted as a means of delivering an enhanced service to clients, widening access and developing disrupted services, including those mediated through technologies.

Universities’ uptake of design-thinking courses, including in some law schools, thus offers a response to the kind of future of work described by Christensen’s theory of disruption—a response that inculcates in graduates the ability to adapt legal service delivery to the imperatives of the contemporary market.

**Law Without Walls**

Globalisation and technology come together in the international collaboration of a number of law schools, known as Law Without Walls. The program, a type of legal hackathon based in the University of Miami, has had (at the time of writing) 26 participating law schools from around the world. The aim of the program is, according to its website, to:

1. Create innovations at the intersections of law/business/tech;
2. Hone 21st century professional service skills desired by clients (including innovation, cultural competency, creative problem finding and solving, leadership, business planning, communication and collaboration); and
3. Transform relationships between lawyers and clients.

It achieves this through a structured process reflecting the principles of design thinking. Business and law students are put into teams with a topic expert, mentor and adviser. They are given a problem and collaborate to form a solution. They are supported by external coaches, who assist with ‘branding, developing their business case, dealing with teaming issues, and bringing their Projects of Worth to life.’ The process takes place over five months, virtually and in person.

There are thus several features of the program that reflect the imperatives of a response to Christensen’s Technological Disruptor. The interdisciplinary model of innovation focusing on a client’s service needs and the emphasis on transforming the lawyer–client relationship situates the skillset beyond that expected in the traditional mode of lawyering. This is experiential learning in a context of business development that is, again, mediated by technologies.
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**Computer Application Design**

The third example we draw on is the increasing availability of law subjects and extracurricular projects that involve the design of apps. Many of these are sponsored by the lawtech firm, Neota Logic.\(^6\) According to its website:

> Neota Logic collaborates with universities to present courses in which students learn how to create software applications that ‘think like lawyers’ to conduct analysis, provide guidance, generate documents, and facilitate interaction between clients and lawyers.\(^6\)

While there are aspects of this training that mirror Susskind’s vision of the future of the profession, it also responds to the imperatives of Christensen’s model of business disruption, focusing on efficiencies in legal service delivery mediated by technology. Thus, the website points out that students ‘simultaneously learn traditional legal skills and how to serve the 21st-century needs of clients.’ Students are not, therefore, leaving behind the old ways of the law. Rather, through the ‘design[ing] and build[ing] of] real-world applications that help the [client] organization fulfill its mission, some for internal use, others for use by the organization’s own clients’, the scope of their work extends beyond solving legal problems. In becoming skilled in developing systems to help clients fulfill their mission, such programs are dealing with a more technologically enabled and entrepreneurial mode of practice.

Through these three examples, we illustrate the ways in which the law curriculum is already responding to a particular account of the future of legal practice and the skills it encompasses. In these cases so far, we suggest that the existing curriculum remains relevant and core to legal education, but that it is ‘enhanced’ by experiential learning focused on a mindset or mode of thinking quite unlike traditional legal method. Graduate understanding of design thinking—either on its own or embedded in the actual design of technologies tailored to clients’ needs—is increasingly being presented as a new capability necessary to future legal practice, and a skill set that will enable graduates to enter and achieve in a competitive technology-enabled legal services marketplace.

To that extent, law schools may be seen as mediating tensions between, and perhaps even co-constructing, the True Legal Professional and Disruptive Innovator archetypes in creating and extending the contemporary curriculum beyond the core. The products of such an education are still professionals we recognize as lawyers, but lawyers who are equipped to cope with the predicted challenges that will shake, but not replace, the profession as we know it.

**Susskind: Death (of the Legal Profession)**

By way of contrast with the adaptability of the Technological Disruptor to new business and new products, the Death narrative emblematic of Susskind’s long-standing predictions for the future of the legal profession\(^6\) requires a radical rethinking of the law curriculum. On Susskind’s analysis, technology will take over much of the existing work of lawyers.\(^6\) Nearly a decade ago, he wondered why law schools and legal academics were reluctant to inquire into a long-term view of law and legal practice.\(^6\) His critique has consistently been that his observations of the reality of legal work differ markedly from ‘the rarefied legal work that our law schools led us to expect (and many still do).’\(^6\) By Susskind’s reckoning, law schools are educating graduates for jobs that no longer exist. Calls from the profession for a host of additional graduate skills seem to support this view to an extent though, as we have seen, those calls also (arguably) fall short insofar as they continue to demand too much of the traditional knowledge base of the True Legal Professional.

Susskind’s approach has been to identify alternative legal roles that demand a new mix of skills; these roles will inevitably demand a different approach to legal education. In adopting this narrative, however, legal education faces a far greater challenge than that of disruptive innovation—the more existential challenge to the very purpose of legal education summed up by the question: ‘if a computer can find an answer to your natural language legal problem, how does legal education add value to our
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students?” Discomfort at this question is likely to account for the reluctance of the academy to embrace substantive change consistent with Susskind’s more radical prognostications.

There are also practical constraints. In the Australian context, law careers for non-lawyers remain emergent, leaving law schools without a ready market for graduates of radically differentiated degree programs. Higher education is not sufficiently agile to adapt quickly to market needs, and universities generally require a sound business case to implement a new degree. So long as the archetype of the True Legal Professional dominates, and until the legal services industry has clear alternative graduate roles with prospects of advancement, it is unlikely that dedicated programs will become available.

Signs of such an evolution are slowly emerging, albeit primarily at the margins, and, as we have seen, in ways that are perhaps still more consistent with the Disruptor archetype. Graduate awards in legal technology are being offered by a number of law schools internationally.66 In North America, specialist Juris Doctor subjects in quantitative legal analysis, legal analytics, legal project management and others are increasingly common.67 Striking too, the excessive cost and market limitations of a systemic reliance on training for status professionalism has also been recognised by regulatory initiatives permitting, for example, accreditation of new types of ‘para’-professional in Ontario68 and Washington State,69 while Arizona70 and California71 are both currently exploring the removal of unauthorised practice rules that prevent legal services being delivered otherwise than by True Legal Professionals. England and Wales has sufficiently narrow unauthorised legal practice rules that it is not necessary to be an admitted legal professional to offer most forms of legal advice and assistance to the public. The lawtech sector there is thriving as a result, but questions about consumer protection necessarily arise from this.

The gap emerging between such models and the Australian system, long seen as being at the forefront of regulatory innovation in legal services,72 is striking. In a regulatory system that still seems dedicated to status professionalism, such innovations (beyond non-lawyer ownership) remain unlikely. One exception might be the approach of Victorian Legal Services Commission (the lawyer regulator), which has announced that it will be developing a ‘regulatory sandbox’ for development of lawtech, even by those without a professional licence.73 We are yet to see whether this approach will feed through to the market and create opportunities to which law schools could respond, although the experience in England and Wales is that disruption in legal educational content remains minimal, since those who hire lawyers remain conservatively focused on what makes a ‘good’ day-one trainee lawyer.

Instead, Australian law deans are responding to the Death narrative of legal work in the same way they have responded to the Technological Disruptor—with ad hoc rather than systemic responses.74 Traditional law degrees are being supplemented with subjects offering the skills necessary to undertake a broader scope of legal work. Although Susskind identifies a range of skills such as legal project management, legal knowledge engineering and legal risk management, at the moment, law schools engage with this narrative principally through teaching law students to code and the establishment of technology hubs offering not only research into technologies’ interactions with the practice of law, but opportunities for students to experience technology in practice.
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**Coding for Lawyers**

The professional literature has, for some years, continued to pose the question of whether lawyers should learn how to code. The consensus seems to be that lawyers are best at being lawyers, while experts in coding are best placed to code. As Susskind points out, however, at the very least it is useful for lawyers to know some basic coding as a means of being able to work alongside specialists in designing lawtech.

Consequently, law schools are increasingly offering basic coding for lawyers, in particular through app-based subjects. This offers students some exposure to the means of generating technological solutions for legal problems that sideline traditional legal skills altogether. While the app-development subjects referred to above are one form of coding for lawyers, the platforms used tend to adopt a ‘drag and drop’ system. That is, students do not need to learn a coding language but are instead able to create the app through a simple design interface. By contrast, coding subjects proper involve some basic knowledge of at least one coding language. For example, since 2018, Melbourne Law School has offered all students a six-week course of coding, and Bond University’s Faculty of Law offers an elective including the basics of cryptography.

**Technology Hubs**

Extending the opportunities associated with a coding course, a technology hub harnesses the benefits of research into technology and law, visiting practitioners from a range of disciplines, targeted experiential learning through extracurricular activities, and networks with industry.

In Australia, the Allens Hub for Technology, Law and Innovation at the University of New South Wales, and the Centre for Legal Innovation in the College of Law, are prime examples. Both have been launched within the past two years.

Complete adoption of Susskind’s narrative would likely require an alternative program altogether. Not only has there been limited uptake, but the academy’s response to Susskind’s narrative can also be seen in an ascendant discourse upholding the True Legal Professional by differentiating the human lawyer from the robot lawyer, emphasising the need for ‘soft skills.’ While this in itself demands a rethink of the traditional curriculum through a significant injection of development of students’ interpersonal skills, it is a clear statement of the ongoing power of the status professionalism narrative. It also points to a (non-technological) inverse effect of the Death archetype in legal education. In addition to the curricular developments identified here as a positive (albeit limited) response to upskilling graduates for a lawyerless technologically-mediated future, Susskind’s influence has also prompted a reinvention of the True Legal Professional from a technically adept adversarial advocate to a loving and empathetic collaborator.

In both the case of the Technological Disruptor and the Death of the profession, the current mandated curriculum stands as a limitation to embracing a curriculum that properly addresses either narrative of technology-enhanced legal practice. Consequently, law schools engage in the discourse of legal futures by offering a limited number of elective subjects or extracurricular experiences. Inevitably, such an approach will be insufficient to meet the challenges of the future of legal practice anticipated by either of these conceptions.

Additionally, we observe that each narrative taken alone offers its own limitations in terms of designing a curriculum that adequately prepares legal professionals for the anticipated context of future legal practice. To navigate these challenges, we suggest instead a curriculum embracing the narrative of adaptive professionalism.

**Navigating a More Adequately Complex Future Curriculum—Adaptive Professionalism**

In 1904, Dewey observed that ‘immediate skill may be got at the cost of power to go on growing.’ In a time when universities and professions are focused on the lifelong development of professionals, his observation remains apt. Yet in terms of the futures for the practice of law, none of the three narratives discussed here appears to provide a sufficient basis for a curriculum
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that grapples with the meaning of being a lawyer in the face of ongoing, rapid, technological change and the social and economic changes that will likely accompany it.

In sum, our analysis has shown that status professionalism remains the default driver of the curriculum. At the same time, however, law schools are also attempting to cater to both the disruption narrative and Susskind’s predictions of the decomposition of law jobs. As with professional narratives more broadly, there is evidence that the modern law curriculum, to some extent, acknowledges features of the three narratives—not so much holistically, but rather as a spectrum of available responses to change. One way we might frame these curriculum responses to lawtech is thus to view them as (alternative or at best only somewhat complementary) strategies of thematic aggregation, segregation and immersion.

Aggregation occurs through the addition of a separate, discrete subject, such as design thinking or coding, responding to the desired theme. It is a ‘bolt-on’ solution to perceived deficits in curriculum without necessarily integrating the topic within the overarching discipline or purpose of the program of study. Some law schools are now providing a series of such subjects as a focus, or ‘major’ within the law degree, providing a more coherent experience but without necessarily disturbing the core.

Segregation, such as through a hub or centre, offers deep exploration of the relevant topic, but is necessarily outside the mainstream institution of the faculty, and thus the curriculum. While faculty messaging to students may (accurately) present these organisational units as a means for students to enhance their skills, the separateness also signals the isolation of lawtech from the study of law itself.

Limited immersion experiences, such as hackathons and incubators, certainly enhance student learning in a particular area but are again discrete from the core curriculum and need not necessarily relate to the curriculum more broadly. Where the core curriculum fails to engage with lawtech, faculties deliver the mixed message of lawtech as an important skill set but not sufficiently important to be embedded within the degree program as such, and certainly not within the ‘core.’

None of aggregation, segregation or immersion provide, by themselves, the solution that the future requires, and further compound the compartmentalisation of a modern law degree. The consequence of a compartmentalised curriculum, which attempts to speak to different narratives about the practice of law, is a failure to equip graduates with the underlying skills of adaptation. Thus, if legal education is seen as the bedrock for equipping legal practitioners to deal with emergent technologically-mediated contexts for legal services, then it cannot do so within its current frame: one that appears focused on narratives reflecting ‘large stories’ that we suggest by definition cannot capture the uncertainty and fluidity of policy around legal services and diverse regulatory and practice contexts. Although it is possible to integrate the technologies of legal practice into the core curriculum, the mode of regulation and the status quo of the Priestleys as (real or perceived) hallmarks of status professionalism fail to provide either the space or incentive for substantial change. As we observe in the profession more broadly, so too in legal education, status professionalism is grounded on a problematic assumption that a curriculum built around a core of doctrine is a self-evident good.

Yet the other competing professional narratives around lawtech, on their own, also fail to advance the capacity of legal education to provide adequately for the futures of legal practice. None on their own provide an adequately complex nor sufficiently nuanced explanation of what law graduates will become or will need to become, or how they should best achieve the (new) requisite threshold. Just as it is too early to tell whether the current shifts in the structures of legal practice will take hold, so too is it too early to say, for example, that coding for lawyers or design thinking really are the threshold skills that necessarily define what it is to be a lawyer in technology-driven futures. Indeed, design thinking as a skill for lawyers is backed up by limited scholarly research, and even as it has become a buzzword in the profession and to some extent in the academy, it is already being supplanted by ‘systems thinking’ as the emerging core professional skill. In this fluid context, the apparent certainty of status professionalism is, of course, appealing. Law schools can continue to focus on core professional knowledge
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while embracing the latest trends and challenges at the margins. Yet the danger is that such an approach understates both the scale of the challenge of technology to our thinking about law and the impact of technology-mediated practice on the very concept of professionalism itself.

One approach to these reimagined futures may be an entirely new degree program to educate for the new law jobs: contract analysts, legal knowledge engineers, resolution engineers, digital justice experts and the like. Such programs highlight the centrality of at least a cross-, or perhaps inter- or trans-, disciplinary understanding of the law–technology relation that conventional bolt-on, or even joint-honours programs, will struggle to provide. There is a risk too, however, that such approaches could sidestep the question of the need for professionals schooled in the law to safeguard citizens’ rights and to promote access to justice. As we point out in our earlier article, Susskind makes important points about the promise of lawtech in promoting access to justice, yet a curriculum that embraces his account of the futures of legal practice risks also discarding concepts that remain useful and indeed necessary. It reduces what ‘lawyers’ do to a set of functional capabilities, valued primarily for their market utility. This may bridge some of the access gap, but at a different cost. The practices (if not the theory) of technological disruption raise large questions regarding ethics and social values. These arise not just in respect of the growing debates regarding privacy and technological standards, but over the extent to which disruption benefits the already privileged and further harms the vulnerable. For instance, we can connect the concerns in civil justice, around privatisation of justice, to immersing stories about failures of technologically enabled alternative dispute resolution and further concerns about unintended distortions of judicial function. There are many who also point to digital economies exacerbating precarious work and the ‘ubersisation’ of the economy. These critical perspectives highlight the importance of understanding law in the context of both developing and maintaining a values-oriented professionalism sensitive to a technologically rich and technologically risky environment, while also critically fostering the deeper capabilities to analyse the purpose, efficacy, quality and justice of technology-driven (legal) services.

Drawing on Dewey’s comment, to support lawyers‘ lifelong learning, including the capacity to read their environment and to adapt through upskilling, the response to this dilemma would seem to lie in adopting a narrative of adaptive professionalism to inform curriculum design, which would enable future generations of adaptive graduates.

The premise behind such a shift in curriculum principles is not necessarily to jettison doctrine, nor to wholly reject Christensen’s or Susskind’s narratives. Rather, we might better regard them as subsets of a much larger transformation in our understanding of and engagement with law. Such an approach would seek to promote the learning of law in a context that sees technology—including but not limited to lawtech—as more than a set of functional tools. Contrary to the functional point of view, adaptive professionalism needs to start from the deep, environmental effects of information technology on society and the consequent epistemological necessity of viewing the law–technology relationship itself as ‘intricately entangled.’

What, therefore, might an education in and for (technologically) adaptive professionalism look like?

Our starting presumption is that students must have the capacity to adapt the text and practice of the law to new and evolving circumstances within valued frameworks of professionalism as embodying commitments to ethical conduct, access to justice and the rule of law. In outline and at a bare minimum, we suggest that this requires a curriculum that engages deeply and pervasively with the transformation that technology has wrought on both law and its context. First, and central to this endeavour, is a need for a critical digital literacy: an ability to understand the basic epistemics, languages and ecologies of information. This would include recognising law as a species of information. Information technologies are, as Floridi observes, good at making (certain) information available, but they are less good at ‘making it accessible, and even less so in making it usable.’ Without these capacities, our students (as lawyers and as citizens) remain mere observers of technological transformation, rather than intelligent users and curators or ethical designers. Second, it requires scholars and scholarship engaged in a deep
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understanding of the changing law–technology relation, of which lawtech is simply one part. Technology is not merely a means of accessing and using legal information differently: it raises, for example, through techniques of architectural and techno-regulation, crucial questions not just about the limitations of the legal mindset, but about the form, force and future of law itself. Third, it follows that the challenge of technology requires lawyers’ education to enable at least some critical engagement with questions of design and innovation in terms of understanding the values, material relations and social effects of law and technology on the institutional arrangements of our society.

We acknowledge this is not a small task; as Brownsword argues, it requires the fundamental work of reimagining regarding the nature, location and function of legal rules; the Rule of Law, to be considered more largely as a constraint on arbitrary power, however enacted through law or technological means; and the future form and focus of many areas of doctrinal law. It also requires some reimagining of work–learning practices, ecologies and regulation of lawyers and perhaps also legal service providers more broadly. This is work that carries with it some degree of urgency as there is much lawtech already ‘in the wild’ within the digital ecosystem. It demands an immediate change in professional practices such as regulating the profession to emerge and co-evolve rather than being retrofitted to technological adaptations (and as at present, to quash or chill such innovation). Emergent approaches, such as those of the Victorian lawyers’ regulator in nurturing appropriate ‘adapted’ lawtech, are a promising sign. While many of these considerations necessarily engage with factors beyond the current model of legal education, they flag not only the need for a new narrative to drive the existing law curriculum, but also the probability—or inevitability—of multiple and diverse forms and purposes of legal education more broadly. The shape and direction of these futures is beyond the scope of this article.

Conclusion

As we concluded in our earlier work, within the discourse of the legal profession, three narratives hold sway as archetypes in suggesting the futures of lawyers: True Professional, Disruptor and Death (of the profession). In this article, we contend further that the law curriculum has evolved (unevenly) in recent years in response to these archetypes. The central role of status professionalism, in particular, as embodied within the accredited core curriculum, appears to hold sway while law schools adopt various approaches to enhancing the core law curriculum in response to the other two narratives. Despite the opportunities afforded to students to embrace learning that reflects aspects of all three narratives, we conclude that none of these individually nor in partnership offers a sufficient foundation for a graduate to become an adaptive professional.

To achieve this goal requires, as we have outlined, the bare minimum of a redirection of curriculum, and therefore an academic cohort themselves constitutionally disposed to adaptive professionalism. Law academics need to build the capacity to engage in curriculum design that challenges the classificatory orthodoxy entrenched within the Priestleys. In this alternative curriculum, the text of the law might become a sandbox: a place for experimentation with diverse applications and a critical outlook that weighs up the futures of law against the benchmarks of the purpose of a diversified legal profession as an arm of the justice system. The lawyer’s analytical mind is surely equipped for such processes, but so long as status professionalism has a hold over curriculum practices, developing such capacity will likely remain challenging.

The future regulation of legal education has a significant part to play. We need to change the approach to regulating the curriculum: scaling back the Priestleys seems a minimum prerequisite, but some larger redesign of the regulatory framework is desirable. Flexible and adaptive professionalism requires curriculum design that aligns with broad principles and outcomes rather than constantly (re)enacting the constraints of specific subject and doctrine. Ideally, this begs something of an evidence-based approach. We need to ask in the legal context, as Floridi asks more generally, ‘what sort of abilities should we privilege
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and teach to tomorrow’s consumers, curators, producers, and designers of information? These need to be abilities positioned within the context of values, that is, abilities with attributes, rather than abilities constructed as functional skills and processes.

To achieve this, given the complexity of the challenges presented by technology including lawtech, some leap of imagination is also desirable in reframing regulatory functions and relationships. As was argued in the English ‘Legal Education and Training Review’ (LETR), a move to a more outcomes-focused form of regulation also changes the function of the regulator to one that ‘identifies the risks that need to be managed in respect of certain activities, and designates the outcomes that must be achieved in order to manage or vitiate those risks.’ Regulation itself becomes work of not just setting relatively immutable standards, but of listening, educating and curating in a way that recognises the complexity of legal education and its ever-evolving ‘social and professional matrices.’ Indeed, the increasingly inter- and multi-disciplinary competences involved in creating a technologically-savvy and empowered workforce arguably strengthen the case for reconstructing regulation as a ‘shared space’ for problem-solving, where multiple voices and strands of expertise can come together in constructive ‘regulatory conversation’ about the future direction of the endeavour.

It follows that none of this is to say that every law school need reproduce a singular curriculum, or to reject curriculum informed (in part) by the archetypes of the True Professional, the Disruptor or Death. Adaptive professionalism would instead open up the regulated curriculum to prioritise graduate capabilities rather than doctrinal knowledge. In this way, each law school would be free to design curricula that thoughtfully addresses those particular skills, knowledge areas or fields of practice that suit its own stakeholders and strategic direction, while mindful of the need to build the critical capabilities of the adaptive professional in a complex and evolving practice environment. Law teachers and their institutions might also prioritise building in frameworks to measure the success of their pedagogical strategies rather than falling back on untested narratives to assume good outcomes. As suggested above for the regulator as a standard setter, universities could shoulder responsibility for identifying and creating structures to test whether we achieve certain outcomes in legal education, such as courses of study truly suited to providing capabilities needed by our students for future practice. We might also assume responsibility in forming these educational aims to play a part in fostering an ethical and functional, as well as substantively just and equal, legal system. There is, at present, very limited data around educational outcomes in terms of the predisposition of law students to work in particular sectors or in certain ways, and we could build in ways to measure and reflect on this.

While redesign might result in diversity among law graduates who do not share core knowledge derived from the study of a common curriculum, a curriculum built around adaptive professionalism would instil a shared professional skill of the ‘power to go on growing’ and shared professional predispositions towards ethics and justice. These broad attributes seem to best meet the most fundamental of all future professional competencies.
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